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YouTube and Sales Funnel with T imothy Sykes

Timothy Sykes shows us how to 

combine the new features now 

available on YouTube with a 

standard follow-up to turn your 

videos into solid conversions.
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In the past the only way to associate your website with your youtube video was to list 

your web address in the description. Many people do not give the description more than 

a passing glance. Youtube has now made it possible through annotations to your video to 

add ender slides to your video. This creates a way to links to sales pages and links to other 

videos right in view of the customer. Tim points out that people love visual stimulation. His 

conversion rate using this method increased 72%!

TAKE ACTION NOW:
Put an ender slide at the end of your youtube video that links to your sales page and to other 

videos.

ENDER SLIDES IN YOUTUBE
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Tim’s video link to his sales page has the customer fill out a form. This way Tim and his 

staff can gather more information about the potential customer and what their specific 

needs are.  Try gathering this information so that you can steer your customers to the 

best product for them. Using this method he has kept his refund rates under 1%. 

TAKE ACTION NOW:
Create a form so that you can gather pertinent information about your incoming 

customers.

LINK TO A SALES PAGE
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Following up by telephone is a great way to create a bond with a customer and also a 

great way to see if they will fit in your company. You may end up turning away a person 

that does not fit. Tim feels this decreases the refund rate and also makes it so that you 

have a completely clear idea of what the customer wants and needs. This way you are not 

wasting resources.  This is beneficial to both the customer and to you.

TAKE ACTION NOW:
Follow up online interactions with a phone call to seal the deal. 

TELEPHONE FOLLOW-UP


